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Rowe Lists Students
Attaining Dean's List
For Semester's Work
Dean of the Faculty Harry
W. Rowe has named 119 students
to the Dean's List for first semester's work. Of these 10 have
achieved a quality point ratio of
4.000. Seniors attaining this average were Clara Brichze, Jean
Dickson, Eugene Peters. Grant
Reynolds, and Mary Kay Rudolph.
Juniors Karen Dill and Owen
Wood and sophomores Joan Engels. Lora Goldman, and Kurt
Schmeller also received straight
A's.
Lists Seniors
Others named to the Dean's
List, attaining a Q.P.R. of at
least 3.200, include seniors Maud
Agnalt, Betty Bauleh, Richard
Bean, Anne Berkelman. Orrin
Blaisdell. Letitia Chamberlain,
Victor Chernoff. Alice Clough,
Valentine
DaCosta,
C a r o 11
Ellms, Dorothy Halbert. Mir-1
iam H a m m . Robert Harlow.
Frances Hess, Helen Joerger,
Gregory Kendall. Judith Kent,
Judith Larkin, and Margaret
Leask.
Other seniors include Judith
Miller, Anthony Parrinello, Eleanor Peck, Brille Perry. Richard
Pierce. Barbara Record, Edward
Riley, Carol Rogasky, Richard
Rowe. Sally Smith. Margaret
TenBroeck, Edgar Thomasson.
Penelope Thompson. Madeline
Travers. Janice Tufts. Jennifer
(Continued on page two)
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PA C Evaluates Technology
Rice Emphasizes
Understanding
ModernChanges

Katzenbach Sees
New Concepts In
MilitaryStrategy

In his Public Affairs Conference address Friday evening in
Chase Hall. Dr. William B. Rice
brought the 1957 Bates Public
Affairs Conference to a close.
Introduced by Ruth Warfield.
Dr. Rice discussed the importance of technological advancements and stressed the need for
more understanding of these advances by our own generation
in hopes of applying our present and future technolocical
skills for the ultimate benefit of
mankind.
Praises Dole
Opening his address. Dr. Rice
stated that this Public Affairs
Conference has been a ehallenge to him, and that it marks
one of the really important
periods in his life. "I feel that
I haven't been in a conference
that has been better handled
and better run." he indicated,
nnd he praised chairman Richard Dole in particular for the
fine success of the program.
As he visits college campuses.
Dr. Rice senses a significant
change in the youth of today as
compared to youth ten or 20
years ago. In years past, doubt
(Continued on page four)

by Howie Kunreuther
Speaking in Pettigrew Hall
last Friday afternoon during the
Public Affairs Conference, Prof.
Edward L. Katzenbach of Harvard University presented his
views on the subject "Pushbutton Warfare and
American
Democracy."
In keeping with the theme of
this year's Conference, "Technology: Triumph or Tragedy?",
Katzenbach discussed recent
changes in U. S. defense policy
and its influence on our citiDr. Edward L. Katzenbach (1.) discusses effects of pushbutton zens. Today we should study this
field, he affirmed, "so that we
warfare with PAC Chairman Richard Dole. (Photo by Blunda)
know what we are talking
about."
Illustrates Point
To illustrate this statement
by Chris Ives
subject of viewing several areas
the Harvard professor compared
of
The Wranglers Panel, consistpresent concern. Citing the present knowledge of the school
ing of local business and pro- unequaled production records problem and defense policy,
fessional men. discussed the lnat have been attained under stating that "people don't know
question of how well democrat- democratic capitalism, the build- what values they are cutting
ie capitalism is meeting the UP °f output during war and its out when they demand that a
needs of our twentieth century ,atc'-' successful conversion to a: B-52 bomber be cut from the
),..• last Wednesday evening peace-time economy, he asserted j budV"in~order to" Wild "more
part of the Public Affairs that the system is successfully! schoots.,
Conference
meeting our economic needs.
„ ,u;„
„,
,_
wimerenw,
="*•
jTn
tj,ls atomic age we have
U,S De ends
Charles Cason. vice-president
'
P
on Initiative
alternatives in combat which we
of Wilner Wood Products Com°n the <luest'on of the amount have not had in the past. Prepany. Norway, introduced the 0l po,ver w>clded bv lar8e cor- viously nations fought a war
potations. Chason stated that al- with the aim of total destruction
though the industrial kings of in mind, declared Katzenbach.
the past held more absolute Today if we can adjust our
power, their effect on the public minds to using less powerful
is greater today. Public opinion, atomic weapons for small-scale
he noted is one of the most im- action then we can fight a war
portant checks on this power.
without total destruction.
In comparing the economic
These new concepts in war
cy.
systems of the Soviet Union make it necessary to revise cerAmong the numbers which
tContinued on page eight)
(Continued on page two)
Eaton will play are the "Fantasie
Impromptu,"
"Berceuse,"
"Scherzo in B flat Minor,"
"Etude Opus 25 no. 1 in A flat
Minor," and the "Polonaise in A
fiat Major Opus 53."

Panel Cites Role Of Corporation

Eaton Presents Chopin Program
For George Colby Chase Series
Roy Eaton will present a recital of music by Frederick Chopin tomorrow evening at 7:30
p. m. in the Chapel. His recital
will be part of the George Colby Chase Lecture series.
Eaton graduated magna cum
laude from City College of New
York and received his Bachelor
of Music, Piano and Pedagogy
at the Manhattan School of Music and a Master of Arts in Musicology from Yale University.
Studied Conducting
Having studied conducting under Hugh Ross and Hugo Kritschak. he did additional work at
the University of Zurich and the
Conservatory of Lucerne, Switzerland. Eaton has been the recipient of various musical awrds
from the City College and Yale
including the Aaron Naumburg
Award for a year's study abroad.
As a result of his outstanding
contributions to the musical
world, Eaton won a first place in
Who's Who in America 1953.
Who's Who in Colored America
1950 and Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities
1950. He was also elected to Phi
Beta Kappa and Phi Alpha Theta, honorary history fraternity.
Worked As Writer
In addition to his work as a
concert pianist and instructor of

music. Eaton has made many I
appearances on both radio and
television. He has written for
both radio and television networks and worked as a commercial copy writer in charge of
radio-TV music for the Young
and Rubicam Advertising Agen-

Schaeffer Assigns Leads
For 'Don Juan 'Production

In honor of the George Ber- in "Top of the Ladder" and was
nard Shaw Centennial which is j Student Director for this year's
being celebrated this year, the I "Lute Song."
Rob Players have chosen "Don Acts as AssistanJ Direclor
Juan in Hell"' for their next
„
production
to
be presented, serving as assistant director
will bo Ruth Zimmerman who is
March 7-9.
a veteran on the Rob Players'
The cast has four prominent stage. Her most recent part was
characters. The first. Don Juan, j a leading role in "Lute Song."
will be played bv Ronald Wal^Ine
,.
.„ ,
K„
j
u
i
u J .u
, J
Prompting wi
be done
den, who also had the lead ,„,
„.„ L„*
« ,
„,
,5V f,wo
,
.
•
j
.•
,
,.~
neshmen,
Audrey
Phi
in last years production of "Top „„„
„„.
..
„
,
'
' D
and
Ruth
... , i cox
The
oti .v.
the t.u
Ladder. n A. pre-theologi,;„K,;„„
•., . Brockner.
.
__. student,
_.....-_. he
u_ is
:, active in the
.7 hghting will be supplied by
cal
Michael Arenstam. Other chairChristian Association.
men are to be announced at a
Seniors Get Parts
later date.
Playing the part of the Statue Satirizes Human Attitudes
is James Zepp. He had a part in
Contrary to common belief.
Lute Song and is publicity "Don Juan in Hell" is not a
manager of WVBC. The Devil; morbid tragedy. According to
Will be portrayed by Eugene. Prof. Lavinia
M.
Schaeffer
Peters. Peters is an honors, stu- •• -Don Juan in He„. is Shaw [
dent who has worked as the his witty best. It is a comic sahead of the lighting crew for tire, yet with a profoundly
Rob Players. He also had a rol2, stimulating point of view on huin Lute Song.
man attitudes The emphasis is
President of Rob
Players, on idea — not on production
Pianist Roy Eaton will present a Chopin concert tomorrow | Frances Hess, will play the part Shaw relates his piece to Moevening at 7:30 p.m. in the Chapel.
I of Anna. Miss Hess also played' zart's Don Giovanni."
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Champion Sky Diver Sees Contestants Vie StudentsViewConformity
Awards In As Key To Future Society
Jumping As Newest Sport For
Oratorical Bout
Jacques Andre Istel spoke on
parachuting Monday morning in
chapel. He pointed out that it is
recognized as a sport in Europe
and asked his audience to listen
to him with an open mind.
The Marine Reserve Captain
explained that parachuting has a
bad reputation because of people who used to take part in it.
The first group consisted of
civilians who would get drunk,
take a dare-devil ride ,and get
killed. The second was made up
of soldiers who jumped in the
line of duty and got hurt.
Counteract Pressures
Istel showed how injuries
that once resulted from vertical
shock, the wind, or an oscillating 'chute are now eliminated by
a new technique, which has cut
down fatal body spins. Jumps
are carefully planned and well
timed.
The element of chance has
been decreased to such a degree
that most accidents can be
traced to a specific cause. "Unopened parachutes can usually

Seniors Meet; Kunze
Lists Commencement
Committee Chairmen
A senior class meeting was
held last Thursday evening in
Pettigrew Hall to discuss plans
for Commencement Week. Class
President Robert Kunze announced the members of the
various committees arranging
the activities for the week preceding graduation on June 9.
In charge of the class gift
committee are Anthony Parrinello and Sally Smith. Kunze
asked for suggestions to help
the committee. Mary Lou Townley and Russell Taylor are preparing the Last Chapel traditionally presented by the graduating class. Lydia Davies and
Richard Sullivan will direct the
Class Day Outing. In charge of
publicity are Judith Kent and
Charles Schmutz.
Announces Openings
Kunze expressed the need for
persons to head the committee
for the Class Day Exercises.
There are also openings for a
marshal and two flag bearers. A
second meeting will be held in
three weeks.

C alendar

be traced to unpulled rip cords."
said the Princeton graduate.
France begins training her
divers
with
15 "static-line"
jumps. After the student satisfies his instructor, he is given
his own 'chute. He then makes
jumps with an increasing length
of time before pulling his rip
cord.

Katzenbach
(Continued from page one)
tain old ideas, he asserted. In
our present age in which we
have such enormous power, we
need to adjust our ideas of totality, not thinking in terms of
complete victories or defeats.
Katzenbach then proceeded to
discuss the recent changes in
diplomacy and the study of foreign relations. "In the past it
was difficult not to extend diplomacy into total war; however today we have to realize
that political objectives should
be studied more carefully and
better questions asked."
In discussing the problem of
availability of information concerning
defense,
Katzenbach
first brought out the point that
the public today is poorly acquainted with military strategy.
This is not due to the fact
that there is a lack of divulged
information, for "we know as
much about these things as the
Joint Chief of Staff does," but
it results from not reading a
newspaper discerningly.
Attacks Congress
At present the main problem
with Congress is that it considers information on defense policy as being outside its realm of
responsibility, asserted Katzenbach.
The speaker stressed our personal responsibility for taking
political action in this field,
where there previously has been
very little. "Unless we think
about these things decisions will
be made for us negatively without us taking part."
Notes Moral Responsibilities
In presenting some of the
ethics involved in defense policy, Katzenbach declared that
there is a certain amount of
moral responsibility included.
Though this is a personal feeling, differing greatly from one
individual to another, there are
three
broad principles we
should try to follow.
"In order to prevent total
warfare we should fight to
maintain flexibility in our armed

Tonight
Vespers, 9:15-9:45 p.m., Chapel
Tomorrow
Roy Eaton, pianist (George
Colby Chase Series), 7:30
Smith Plans Campus
p. m., Chapel
Friday
Open House With
CA Art Show, 3-4:30 p. m.,
High Society Theme
Women's Union
Saturday
"High Society" will reign at
Smith Open House, 8 p. m., the Smith Open House to be
Chase Hall
held Saturday evening from 811:45 p.m. in Chase Hall.
Music for dancing will be
Chapel Schedule
supplied via records and refreshments will be provided. To
Friday
Roy Eaton — "The Changing highlight the evening, entertainStatus of the Musician"
ment has been "unearthed from
Monday
the upper strata of Smith and
Rand Hall society."
Music
Wednesday
Emcee Lawrence Beer will
(Arrangements being com- introduce such personalities as
James Sutherland, Frances Hess,
pleted)
Clifton Jacobs, Vincent DeGangi, Robert
Raphael,
Arthur
Music Room
Schmid and Roger Allen.
Mondays
7:30 - 9:30 p. m
All students are invited to atThursdays
2-4 p. m tend "High Society." Admission
2-5 p. m is free.
Sundays

Preliminary try-outs for the
annual
all-campus
oratorical
contest will be held at 4 p. m.
tomorrow in Room 300, Pettigrew Hall. Each contestant will
be asked to present an original
persuasive speech from seven to
ten minutes in length, a major
portion of which should be
memorized.
Everyone is invited to the finals to be held Monday, February 25 at 7 p. m. in the Filene
Room in Pettigrew Hall. For
further information concerning
the contest, students should
contact Prof. Brooks Quimby.
Debate Harvard
There will be a debate between Harvard and Bates freshmen, Susan Freidenman and
Roger Allen, Friday at 8:30
a. m. in the Filene Room, Pettigrew Hall. The early hour is due
to the Harvard team's other engagements Friday on their debating tour. They will debate
the national college topic for
this year "Resolved: that the
U. S. should discontinue direct
economic aid to foreign countries."
As an exchange, Bates freshmen David Easton and John
Steadman will debate the Harvard freshmen Saturday at Harvard on the same topic.

"Quest,"
a
new
religious
group on campus, will hold its
second group meeting at 7 p. m.
Friday evening, at *he home of
Prof. Robert L. Seward. The
topic of conversation will be
"Off Base." At these discussions
all interested students may present their views on some of the
"real problems of life."
Hold Sunday Meetings
On February 24 at the Rectory of Trinity Episcopal
Church, the Canterbury Club
will discuss the topic, Preparation for Lent, at 9 p. m.
Judson Fellowship will continue its discussion on the Book
of John at its 7 p. m. Sunday
meeting at the home of Rev.
Carl McAllister.
Wesley Club will view the
film "Martin Luther" at the Auburn Methodist Church following a supper served by the
WSCS.

"Will the student in seat
number one, row 15. please
wake up! Will the student in
seat number one, row 15, please
wake up! Guards!"
Friday morning in Chapel
Kurt Schmeller and George
Pickering, assisted by Arthur
Schmid, James Kirsh, and Peter
Ailing, presented a preview of
a typical chapel program of the
year "1984." This chapel would
be characteristic of an automated society, with rigid conformity
and strict controls, with falling
asleep considered excessively in-

Dean's List
(Continued from page one)
Walker, Norma Wells, Wesley
Wicks, and Ruth Zimmerman.
Juniors Attain 3.200
Dean's List members from the
class of 1958 include Jane Anderson, Joan Appleby, Patricia
Carmichael, Elizabeth Chadburn,
David Colby. Joyce Conant,
Richard Dole, Julian Freedman,
Joseph Gibbs, Carol Gibson,
Kenneth Harris, Catherine Jarvis, Colleen Jenkins, Sandra
Johnson, and Jean Leighton.
Other juniors achieving a 3.200
or higher average were Kenneth
Lynde, Barbara Madsen, Philip
Main, Benedict Mazza, Marilyn
Miller, Jane Reinelt, Anne Ridley, Joanne Trogler, and Nancy
Waterman.
Lists Sophomores
Sophomores named include
Regina Abbiati, Patricia Baker,
James Bissland. Robert Burke,
King Cheek, Alan Comen, Elizabeth Cook, Victoria Daniels,
Betty Drum, Kenny Fink, David
Harper, Burnette Johnson, Hilda Johnson, and Anita Kastner.
Additional sophomores named
were Henry Keigwin, Howard
Kunreuther, Everett Ladd, Willard Martin, James Parham,
George Pickering, Bonnie Richman, Madeline Sawyer, Dorothy
Schoppe, Barbara Sharpe, Mary
Shaw, Jason Tanzer, Heda Triefeldt, and Nancy Tyler.'
Names 18 Freshmen
Dean Rowe listed 18 freshmen
who had attained the necessary
3.200: Judith Atwood, Deborah
Avery, Joan Celtruda, Mary-Ellen Crook, Richard Cullen, Elizabeth Curtis, Charles Flagg,
Margaret Foley, Elaine Hanson,
Barbara Jones, Harold Larson,
Janet Russell, Daphne Scourtis,
John Steadman, Linda Swanson,
Richard Vinal, Brenda Whittaker, and Peter Wood.

dividualistic!
In ' his introductory remarks
Schmeller condemned "the tendency of the present generation
to leave the on-going process of
social thought as dictated by
Washington."
He
condemned
this "radical behavior" which
will ultimately result in "disintegrated personalities in the
student body."
Schmeller's remarks were preliminary to an address by the
1984 "president" of the college,
George Pickering, a man noted
for his work as a social psychologist. His efforts have given
people their present state of
"anonymous bliss." He recently
received his appointment as
president of Bates from a Washington psychologist.
Eliminates Personal Relationships
In his opening remarks "President" Pickering noted . that
Bates is notorious for its tradition of personal relationships.
He assured the student body that
the college is making great
strides in alfering this unfortunate situation. The first step in
this direction is the elimination
of the last six members of the
"personal" faculty. They will be
replaced by ten televised lecturers.
This process will simplify and
speed lectures, as well as anticipate all student questions. Insertion of punch cards in a
machine in Coram Library will
yield answers to these questions. This method will allow
the student to gain the maximum values from his academic
career.
Emphasiies Society
"President" Pickering noted
the transfer of the department
of religion to the department of
ancient studies. The department
of philosophy has been absorbed into the department of social sciences. Pickering stated,
"Values are derived from society. Society is the thing. There
is no sense in having everyone
running around with his own
ultimate values."
Pickering emphasized that the
world is a machine which will
not function properly unless
each part is in its place and
performing its own duties. He
cited recognition of this as the
aim of society and education.
In his closing remarks Pickering declared, "The world is a
self-regulating machine.
Find
your place and keep it!"

forces," the speaker emphasized. We should also try to
prevent the garrison state, and
at the same time open up our
mind to some military problems
YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE
with which we are faced today.
Stresses Greatest Danger
In
conclusion
Katzenbach
stressed the point that "the
greatest
danger
in
defense
E_MJ>_I_R_E
policy today is fear. "We have
to face up to these matters and Thursday - Saturday
NOW*PLAYiNG
not panic, for fear drives us ei"Shark
Fighters"
ther to the inability to act, or
VICTOR MATURE
to operate irrationally."
KAREN STEELE

STRAND

—,

— R I T Z —

.-■
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...........
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"Gun Brothers"

WED. - THURS.
BUSTER CRABBE
"THE KENTUCKIAN"
Bert Lancaster
ANN ROBINSON
"Walt Disney's Music Land"
Sunday - Wednesday
FRI. - SAT.
"SAN DIEGO"
Alan Ladd
"Ride The High Iron"
"TEN TALL MEN"
TAYLOR & FOREST
Bert Lancaster
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
"Utah Blaine"
"THE OPPOSITE SEX"
June Allyson
RORY CALHOUN
"THE HUT"
SUSAN CUMMINGS
G. Montgomery - Mona Freeman

—ofrfrTSHPWM*

ALL NEXT WEEK

JOHN WAYNE
DAN DAILEY
^MAUREEN 0/HARA

THE WINGS
OFEAGLES
Sun. Cont. From 3 P. M.
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Debate
Speakers Stimulate Discussions M.I.T.
Soph Team Cops Fourth
Cochrane Examines
Dr. Stearns Prefers
Optimistic Viewpoint
On Present Situation
by Jim Bissland
Dr. A. Warren Stearns spoke
last Wednesday afternoon in the
Filene Room on "The Human
Toll of Technology." Presenting
to the Public Affairs Conference
the point of view of an experienced psychiatrist, the speaker
contended that through technology the world is becoming better and better.
"I don't believe in the philosophy that the world is growing
worse day by day," stated Dr.
Stearns, noting that one of the
oldest documents ever discovered bemoans the state of civilization, and concludes with the
observation that "children no
longer obey their parents, and
everybody wants to Write a
book."
Possess Balancing Mechanisms
Dr. Stearns explained that he
bases his optimistic point of
view on the principle that all nature has a tendency to stabilize itself. It is common knowledge how the body possesses internal balancing
mechanisms.
"My thesis," the Tufts Medical
School graduate said, "is that
the external environment is
likewise stabilized."
This stability of nature, for
example, enables us to predict
with an amazing degree of accuracy the number of suicides
and murders that will take
place in a given area.
Increase in Life Span
Dr. Stearns went on to describe the effects of modern

technology upon the stabilizing
tendency in nature. One of the
most important effects has been
the tremendous increase in the
human life span.
"We don't believe in superstition now as much as we did,"
he noted. Another important effect has been the great increase
in control over disease and other
human ills.
Answers Criticisms of Society
Answering some of the major
criticisms of modern society, the
former Dean of Tufts Medical
School stated that "there isn't
one bit of data to support the
belief that modern times have
brought about an increase in the
insanity rate." As for the growing number of divorces in modern times, Doctor Stearns said
"I do not regard the increased
divorce rate any more a social
curse than a social blessing —
and probably more the latter. I
see no reason for making two
people live together in unhappiness."

Musical Groups
Select Stephens'
Band For Pops
"Nautical Whirl" has been selected as the theme of the annual Pops Concert to be presented by the Band and Choral Society March 10 in the Alumni
Gymnasium. Dancing music will
be provided by Steve Stephens
and his orchestra. Concert numbers will be presented by the
sponsoring organizations.
Tickets for the formal dance
are $2.50 per couple. Reserva-

Automative Aspects
Of Modern Science
Dr. Edward L. Cochrane, vicepresident of MIT, last Thursday
afternoon presented his views on
the topic, "Automation" during
the three-day Public Affairs
Conference. Speaking in the
Chapel, Dr. Cochrane defended
the position that automation was
a part of "Technology: Triumph"
and not "Tragedy."
After introducing the topic the
former federal maritime official
pointed out that every advance
in mechanics and science has
caused human progress even
though it has caused some individuals to worry about losing
their jobs. We survive each.step
in automative devices with not
only success but also great benefit to mankind because, he contended, "man has continually
used his reasoning power" to analyze the situation around him
and come up with the right solution to the problem at hand.

At Annual MIT Tourney

David Danielson and Everett j bates. Bates won from R.P.I.,
Ladd for the affirmative and Rutgers, M.I.T.. University of
Willard Martin and King Cheek Vermont. St. Peters, Williams,
for the negative competed in a i and Fordham and was defeated
31 college debate tournament at by McGill, Wesleyan, and DartMIT last Saturday. They debated mouth.
the national college topic for
Bates was included with Tufts,
this year, "Resolved: that the , Bowdoin, Harv&rd, and Hobart
U. S. should discontinue direct in a five-way tie for fourth place.
economic aid to foreign coun- Boston University placed third.
tries."
Qualifying for the finals were
Some of the colleges partici- McGill and Fordham.
pating in the tournament were
Bowdoin, Dartmouth Fordham,
and McGill. The two teams from
Bates each competed in five de-

governors, pressure cookers, the
mass production conveyor system, oil-cracking processes and
the dial telephone system. He
emphasized the fact that, despite
the advent of the dial system,
there are more women in the
employ of telephone companies
today than ever before.
Dr. Cochrane then turned to
"the problems" posed by the use
Man Controls Automation
of the digital computer or "elecMany of the devices which we tronic brain." The former Naval
accept as commonplace today Academy graduate declared that
were at some time in our his- although these devices do fill a
tory technological innovations certain need in science today.
which put some people out of "they are devoid of that priceless
work. Dr. Cochrane cited as ex- human quality known as judgamples of such devices steam ment" and thus will never replace man, who will always be
tions should be made early with needed to "bridge the gap where
Mrs. Robert Berkelman, 340 Col- reasoning is required."
lege Street, but students need Automation Is a Necessity
ndt pay for the tickets until they
Automation is of great benefit
pick them up the day of the ! to man, Dr. Cochrane asserted.
dance, co-chairmen Anita Kast- , since "the very mechanization
net and Harry Bennert have an- makes more products available
nounced.
(Continued on page four)

CA Announces
Final Exhibit Of
Famous Pictures
The Christian Association will
sponsor its second and final art
show for this year from 3-4:30
p. m.. Friday in the Women's
Union. This affair is informal
and refreshments will be served.
tudents and faculty members are welcome to attend.
cCrae Miner, head of the
Campus Service Commission,
hi - announced that Anne Beri. Sidney Staudenmayer,
and Madeline Travers will explain some of the finer points of
the ; tures
throughout the

show.
List Painters
The collection includes reproductions of works by artists
such as El Greco, Renoir, Van
. and Degas. Students who
wish to rent any of the reproductions are asked to sign up
for them before leaving the
Union.

You smoke refreshed

Anew idea in smoking...all-new
i'. cab <l '»< /,'../. Reynolds Tobacco Comoany.

menthol fresh
• rich tobacco taste
• most modern filter

Take a puff — it's Springtime! Light up a filter-lip SALEM and find a smoke
that refreshes your taste the way Springtime does you. It's a new idea in smoking— menthol-fresh comfort... rich tobacco tasle... pure, white modern filter!
They "re all in SALEM to refresh your taste. Ask for SALEM—you'll love 'em!

Salem refreshes your taste
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Editorials

Groove Cutter

Debussy's "La Mer" Gives
Intuitive Presence Of Sea

Engaged: Mary Hudson '58 to
Roger Adair of N. J.
The Mitchell House clan
The Public Affairs Conference has officially ended, but the
had a chance Jo play detective when the frantic Frye
ideas aroused by the discussions have not faded with the end
by Bill Waterston
House proctors called for
of the scheduled sessions. The conference was of marked
Two
French
composers
help late one night. It seems
significance in provoking thought on the importance of the
Claude Debussy and
Camile
there was someone lying in
Saint-Saens, have contributed
the snow behind Frye and
role of technology in our lives.
greatly to our musical heritage.
someone else hiding behind
Each student's evaluation of the speakers in particular
the building. The Mitchell
It is very interesting to note
boys were magnificent and
that these musicians both lived
and the conference in general is a relative matter, for such
anyone in need of protecand composed during the same
a representative group of participants necessarily has a
tion in a surry is advised to
period, dying within four years
contact them.
different appeal to each listener.
of each other. However, SaintThe Bates basketball team had SaSns was almost twenty years
Reciprocity Important
almost as many rooters as the older than Debussy when he
While undoubtedly there is some disagreement as to the Colby team at the game in Wa- died in Algiers in 1921.
terville last week. That's the
Debusyy wrote a very intervalue of individual speeches, the overall effects of the pro- real spirit — let's keep it up. | esting suite entitled "La Mer,"
The library has been the I which was recently released by
gram were beneficial. This seemed especially true of the
scene of absolute concentra- j Columbia, performed by Vladidinner meetings and the dorm discussions which gave the
tion this week. At this rate, ! mir Golsebmann and the Saint
students an opportunity for personal contacts with the
everyone
should
make
Louis Symphony Orchestra.
Dean's List this semester.
This is not an example of a
speakers.
Bob Finnic is going to be giv- composer attempting to mechanThe reciprocal aspect of the dorm discussions is impor- ing a course in "Telephone Man- ically reproduce the sea as Richtant, for they could not have been successful without both ners" for all interested students. ard Rogers does in his "Victory
at Sea" suite, but rather the
the cooperation of the guest speakers and the high rate of
Two freshmen girls saw
greatness of this composition lies
Thorncrag from a sophostudent participation which prevailed not only in this inin the fact that the listener feels
more view one afternoon
stance but throughout the conference.
the sea.
last week. You never can
tell who is going to be inter"Wranglers" Make Debut
Enlarges Boundaries
ested in bird watching these
On the same subject Lawrence
A noteworthy addition to the program was the Lewistondays.
Gilman
wrote, "No one had done
Auburn discussion group, the "Wranglers," introduced to
this before in music: no one had
the Bates student body for the first time during the conferstood at so far-flung an outpost
Rice
ence. Classroom participation by the major speakers was
of the perceptive mind and re(Continued from page one)
very much appreciated, with some students noting that the
ported these mysteriously burreigned in the minds of Amerithoughts which the guests expressed in the classroom were cans, but now most of us feel dened winds, these tides so inat least as valuable as those presented during the public secure in the present period of calculably rhythmed, these fantastic and dream-colored landlectures.
Eisenhower properity.
scapes, these murmuring voices
Steering Committee Chairman Richard Dole deserves I Criticizes Present Generation
of desire, the passionate, grave
credit for a job well-done, as do Theodore P. Wright, Jr., and j The speaker criticized the gestures of these enigmatic bepresent generation in the reall those who worked on the conference in any capacity, for spect that it does not raise ings of some unknowable and
!
their advice and assistance. The program was well-organized questions and make statements bidden land. This was Debussy's
special contribution to creative
and well-prepared, and the presentation, effective. Espe- \ of its own accord, but rather | music. He enlarged the boundaily commendable was the library exhibit, the result of! commits itself to the judgment! daries of its imaginative world,
many hours of work and one of the finest exhibits we have \ of parents, educators, and lead- the extent of its awareness, the
ers in technical fields. "In fact," scope of its expression. He
seen displayed in the library showcase.
he contends, "many of us can- taught it to speak, with unexamnot stand the strain of making pled fidelity and beauty and
Personal Decision
decisions."
We feel that the 1957 Bates Public Affairs Conference was Stresses Individual
successful in that it helped make the student aware of the
The science of human behavimpact which technology has had upon his personal and ior has acquired a tremendous
public life, while leaving the initial question for him to amount of knowledge, but each To the Editor:
It was a source of great satisanswer for himself on the basis of his own ethical system. individual, to be of credit to faction to read the editorial in
himself and to society, must still I
By stressing all phases of one's personality and the effects start out by himself to make his the last issue of the STUDENT.
this modern age will have on man, the conference accom- own decisions.
The problem of entertaining outplished its goal.
Anxiety still remains with us, j of-town guests, especially on
and machines can in no way Sunday, is really a big one
I. E. F.
help us here. Most men can de- which I think needs some convelop a high degree of consist- structive attention.
Those who have never experency and responsibility, but
many of us lack personal faith ienced the deadening aspect of
and ambition to help us over- the Bates campus on a Sunday
come our laziness and our in- ' afternoon through the eyes of a
adequacies to face and analyze; stranger to the campus have
logically
present and future something not to look forward
EDITORIAL STAFF
problems.
to! As you walk around, it is
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
The problems of moral cour-1 more than embarassing; it is
Richard Bean '57
downright shameful. There is
(Continued on page eight)
MANAGING EDITOR
SENIOR ASSOCIATE EDITOR
not a building open; every door
Wilma Gero '57
Miriam Hamm '57
is locked — you can't even show
Cochrane
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
friends the Chapel. This is
Irene Frye '58
(Continued from page three)
especially ironic when you conCO-NEWS EDITORS
Catherine Jarvis '58, Christopher Ives '58
COPY EDITOR
Anne Ridl
.58 to the people" who can more sider that more guests visit
readily buy them due to man's campus on Sunday than on any
ASSOCIATE COPY EDITORS
James Bissland '59, Louis Brown '59, Howard Kunreuther '59 increased buying capacity. He other day.
pointed out that our present deAnd then you realize there is
FEATURE EDITOR
Thomas King .58
ASSOCIATE FEATURE EDITOR
Margaret Montgomery '58 fense system, composed of such not one place you can go to sit
It is even more
MAKE-UP EDITOR
Marcia Bauch >59 devices as the continental radar comfortably.
warning system, Nikes and the difficult
with
parents,
who
SPORTS EDITOR
Norman Levine >57
intercontinental ballistics mis- would prefer not to sit in the
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITORS .. Edwin Gilson '58, Peter Ailing '58
EXCHANGE EDITOR
Anne Berkelman '57 siles, cannot get along without middle of a reception room on
automation.
display. Furthermore, the limSTAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS .... Marie Blunda '59, Judith Perley '58
Finally,
he
concluded,
defects
itations of visiting hours in the
BUSINESS MANAGER
Wilbur stone >57
such as over-production are "not women's dorms create added inADVERTISING MANAGER
Fred Greenman '58
the result of the machine which convenience.
CIRCULATION MANAGERS
produces the product but rather
It is even worse for the men,
Barbara VanDuzer '59, Jane Lysaght "59 the responsibility of those who
most of whom do not feel comFaculty Consullanl — Dr. John C. Donovan
run it," and thus man alone is fortable bringing their dates or
the deciding factor in automa- their parents into a women's
TSStftLSSSr^JPC
SP- atBathe
£" CoIIe
««. <J«rinK
the college
year.
Tel. tion remaining a "triumph." The dormitory. What they want is a
4-8621 (Sundays only). Printed
Auburn
Free Press.
09 Main
Street,
AUDurn-Bntered as second-class matter at the Lewlston Post Office Jan. 30. speaker was introduced by CA place to entertain that will be
IMS. under the act of Mar. 8. 1878. A member of the Associated Collegiate Press. President Richard Pierce.
convenient and comfortable.

A Success

profoundity, of things for which
there are no words."
The sea was Debussy's lifelong friend and therefore it was
natural that "La Mer" would be
the subject for this beautiful
work. The three movements are
entitled: "From Dawn to Noon
on the Sea," "Play of .the
Waves," and "Dialogue of the
Wind and the Sea."
Gives Clue
"Danse Macabre" by Camille
Saint-Saens was composed in
1874. Perhaps the following lines
translated from the original
French will give some clue to
the composer's intent:
Zig. zig, zig. Death in cadence,
Striking with his heel a tomb.
Death at midnight plays a
dance-tune,
Zig, zig, zig, on his violin.
The winter wind blows and the
night is dark;
Moans are hear din the lindent rees.
Through the gloom, white skeletons pass,
Running and leaping in their
shrouds.
Zig, zig. zig, each one is wrisking,
The bones of the dancers are
heard to crack —
But hist! of a sudden they quit
the round,
They push forward, they fly:
the cock has crowed.
The music strikes the ears of
the listener as its fantastic
tempo is unleashed from ghostly
crescendo to uneasy rest. The
listener is awed by the ironical
treatment the composer gives
such a ghostly scene. This piece
is ideally suited, that is in the
opinion of the Groove Cutter,
for Halloween.
These two conjurers of the
sublimest music perhaps ever to
come forth from the pen of
France stand among the very
most recent "true giants" of our
musical heritage.

Letters To The Editor

Hates

Student

Why couldn't this be a matter
for action by the Student Council and the Student Government? Could not these organizations investigate the possibility
of keeping Skelton Lounge open
and making the Women's Union
more accessible? Although Chase
Hall Basement was donated with
certain restrictions on its use,
couldn't some arrangement be
made to use the newly acquired
television set?
And, finally, would it cause
too much extra burden on the
college's budget to unlock the
doors of a few buildings, at
least the Chapel, in order that
visitors might see them?
Miriam Hamrr:
To the Editor:
The voice of etiquette long
since dead on the masculine side
of campus has now slowly begun to deteriorate on the feminine side. I am referring to the
opposite sex and their continued
efforts to embarrass the college
with their knitting. Obviously
this is a righteous attempt to
prove to some ambling male
that they can be domestic.
The knitting I am specifically
referring to went on at the panel
discussion Wednesday night, last.
No less than eleven needle-clad
females sat down during the
panel and clicked their officious
needles to the disdain of interested onlookers arid onseers.
(Continued on page five)
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Ivy Leaves

"Marine From Heaven" Queries
UCLA Dean Discusses
TV's Educational Future "Money To Schools Or Defense"
by Anne Beikclman

This is what is happening on
other campuses this month:
Mixing college and marriage
can sometimes be too much for
one's nervous system. Upon the
arrival of his second child, a
student at Northern Oklahoma
Junior College called friends
with the news:
"It's a father. I'm a girl! I'm
a girl!"

"Television, motion pictures
and other new audio-visual devices will never eliminate the
need for that fundamental ingredient of learning — the live
teacher."
Those are the words of Doctor
Edwin A. Lee, for 17 years Dean
of the School of Education at the
University of California at Los
Angeles.
Cannot Argue Point
"Mass communication media,"
says Doctor Lee, "must be recognized for what they are —
mechanical means for the oneway transmission of information
or entertainment. A student
cannot argue a point or discuss
a problem with a television set
or a radio, or ask questions of
either. In the end there must always be a gifted teacher present if true mental growth is to
take place."

BAKERY
DRAPER* S
Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645
We specialize in
BIRTHDAY CAKES
and
PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
For Parlies
Delivery Upon Request
54 Ash Street

Doctor Lee also feels that the
presitige of teaching has risen
greatly since he entered the profession a half century ago. He
also thinks salaries have improved considerably, especially
n the large cities. But he goes
on to warn: "We'll never have
enough great teachers until society recognizes that quality education cannot be purchased at
bargain prices."

by Grant Reynolds
Edward L. Katzenbach is a
big, broad-shouldered Harvard
professor who thinks as a
scholar and looks like a Marine
officer in mufti. Talking with
him is an experience. It is like
carrying on a conversation with
a roomful of generals. He paces
the floor nervously, delivering
his comments in Harvard tones
but with Pentagon force.

The military analogy is par(See Dr. Fairfield's article on ticularly apt in this case because
the same subject in the libe.)
the military, in a very peculiar
sense, is his business. A Marine
captain in World War Two, bruThe University of Toledo's tally emperical experience with
the soldier's trade is part of his
Campus Collegian reports this
a Ph.D. for his present occupaconversation that was held at a tion of Association Director of
recent dance:
Defense Studies at the Harvard
He: "I hope you'll dance Graduate School of Public Administration.
with me tonight."
She: "Oh, certainly. I hope Teacher Seminar Courses
"Defense Studies" is not a
you don't think I came down
research project as the title
here merely for pleasure."
would indicate, although the
members of the department
of course engage in a considerThe Daily Kansan of the able amount of original work,
University of Kansas has an in- but is an ordinary course-offertriguing ad for those who are as ing department. Katzenbach
lonely as an intellectual at an teaches seminar courses in CivilMilitary Relations and ComparElvis Presley movie:
ative Government, a study of
"Meet me between 6 and 11,"
it says. "I'll whisper sweet noth- the defense policies of other nations. Both of these subjects are
ings to you."
unavailable elsewhere. In the
It was an advertisement for a decades of fulmination about
local radio station.
defense policy, it seems, no one
has ever attempted to offer a
systematic course of study in the
FAMOUS BRAND SHOES methods and policies of defense
followed in this or other counat
tries.
LOW FACTORY PRICES
We Cater To The Small
In describing his Civil-MilitaCampus Pocket Book
ry Relations seminar Dr. Katzenbach was led to discuss the
National Guard, about which
there is currently some contro-

versy. Defense Secretary Wilson Katzenbach hoped he had emhas called some of the Guard's; phasized two things: the unfairactivities "a national scandal." | ness of moral judgments on the
_ .
„„ _
,„
defense program, and the cornPrefers No Comment
,
. ,
_ ul„„„ It
T*
I plexity
of. defense
problems.
Although he preferred not was unfairi he felt, to argue that
to comment on Wilson's remarks, it wouid be better to spend
Dr. Katzenbach suggested that. monev 0n schools than airplanes
the Guard "has not in the his-1 without making spme study of
tory of the country, with not-1 ..both sjdes of tne equation, the
able exceptions, been effective." defense as well as the ethical
Their military prowess in war- aspects of the question."
time has been so poor that the Judgments Without Knowledge
Army has preferred to break up
Too many sincere ethical judgthe units and intersperse the mentg on the inutjUty of arms are
personnel into better - tramed | mgde wjthout any fea| knowl.
outfits.
edge of the defense situation.
As a subject for criticism, The only fair way to condemn
however,
he
described
the the warplane morally, he conGuard's position as "taboo." cluded, would be to examine the
Powerful
political forces in reasons why it was necessary to
every state controlling and sup- defense before proscribing it.
porting the Guard prevent ef"Almost all the information
fective opposition, as the Wilson available to the Joint Chiefs,"
incident indicates. The Army he added,' "is available to anyone
Reserves, Katzenbach added, are who knows how to read the
sometimes good and sometimes' newspapers. The complexity of
bad.
I the problem of defense was a
Emphasizes Two Things
| constant punctuation mark in his
"It depends on who trains' conversations
on
the topic,
them — and for how long. In "There are no questions which
highly technical positions and in can be asked without qualificafootslogging they are all right, I tions" and no answers which
but the middle range of techni- [ can be given without considering
cians is mostly bad."
i a whole complex of political as
In his visit to the campus Dr.' well as military factors.

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE

36 COURT ST.
AUBURN
"Right Across The Bridge"

New Ivy League
SPORT SHIRTS
CREW NECK SWEATERS
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10% Student Discount

Tony Fournier's
MEN'S-SHOP
136 Lisbon St.

Tel. 4-4141
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Summer School
CLARK UNIVERSITY

HE-MAN DREW
Rich man of the campus was Danny Drew
Because of his wonderful chest tattoo—
A beautiful lady exquisitely etched—
When he flexed his muscles she got up and stretched
His buddies all gave him their hard-earned dough
For the pleasure of watching
his pectoral show.
MORAL: Accept no substitute for real
enjoyment. Take your pleasure BIG.
Smoke Chesterfield and smoke for real.
Made better by ACCU-RAY, it's the
Smoothest tasting smoke today.
Smoke for real... smoke Chesterfield
WO for every philosophical verae accepted for
publication. Cheaterfleld, P.O. Box 21. New York 46, N.Y
O Ll.,.11 « Mrm Tobacco Co.

INTERSESSION
JUNE 10-29
One Course — Three Semester Hours
SUMMER SESSION
JULY 1 - AUG. 16
Tioo Courses — Six Semester Hours
Coeducational; Arty Sciences; Education; Business
Special Programs — Travel Course to Europe
Write for Bulletin — Worcester, Mass.

COME and EAT
AT COOPER'S . . .
We Always Serve
The Best

COOPER'S
Sabattus Street
We Serve The Best

Norris - Hayden
Laundry
Modern Cleaners
Campus Agents:
PAUL PERRY
DICK MORAES

Letters To The Editor
(Continued from page four)
The disturbing detail was that
when an interesting subject was
dwelt on or a loud voice was
raised half of the needly brigade
laid down their work and paid
attention. This was for me conclusive proof that needly work
was only a means of distraction
until the boring part was over.
How crude are the actics of the
needlework distractors! Why do
they come if not to hear the
speakers?
The speaker's reaction can be
imagined. While making his
main ppint he was forced to
contend with two number ten
clicking and tearing at yarn.
Let's either warn the unsuspecting speakers of what's in
store for them, or better still —
stop knitting at college public
functions.
John Lovejoy

\\VP
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Bobcat Tracksters Smash Bowdoin;
Colby Drops 'Cats 103-87
Cudmore, Twigg Shine
enough to control the point drunk
Mules as they chalked up a 66
point half, the biggest ever in
Colby history.
Hartleb Effective
Not to be overlooked was the
contribution of Bobcat senior,
Jack Hartleb. Heavily guarded
throughout the contest, Hartleb
managed to combine hard drives
I with his accurate set shooting to
'Cats Shine In First Half
| finish as the Bates high scorer
Although the game was domii with twenty points.
nated by Colby in the second
Schroder and Will Callender,
half, it was all Bates in the first
Bates
front-court standouts, were
stanza. The Bobcat battlers, with
two sophomores and one fresh- held to a total of ten points as
man in the starting lineup, out- they were time and again confought, out-shot, and out-hustled tained by a shifting Colby detheir taller opponents continuous- fense, which halted their usually
ly throughout the initial twenty spectacular driving maneuvers,
minutes.
Ilnus ''mitmg their valuable of_.
, .
... Ifensive punch.
Time and time again, steadily
improving freshman Jim "Spook", Colby's win enabled them ,0
Sutherland cleared the boards j continue their first place State
for the Garnet. Sophomore guard Series dominance as they upped
Bob Burke carried out a tre- their total to five wins and one
mendous defensive task as heiIoss; Bates now Possesses a 2-4
held Mule standout Charlie | Sefles record.
Summary:
Twigg to seven points in the first
Colby (103)
half. The teams left the hardwood
G
KG Pts
at the half with the Bobcats hold- Cudmore, If
13
7
33
2
ing a 40-37 advantage. '
Kop'ains, If
1
0
Gigon, If
0
0
0
Victors' Shooting Deadly
Campbell, rf
0
5
5
However, the second half prov- Neri, rf
3
1
B
3
8
14
ed to be a different story. The Edes. c
Grimm, c
0
0
0
Mules began to wear the Bobcats Twigg,
rg
12
7
31
down with a full-court press. Hunt, rg
0
1
1
1
0
2
This combined with the loss of Hendricks, rg
1
3
0
George Schroder through per- Ruvo, lg
Cohen, lg
1
3
5
sonal fouls, was sufficient to
warm the fingertips of the MayTotals
33
37 103
flower Hill sharpshooters.
Bates (87)
G
FG Pis
With the resting of Burke, who Schroder, If
o
1
5
incurred his fourth personal foul Davis, If
1
3
5
6
8
early in the second half, Twigg Hartleb, rf
20
3
0
f)
proceded to drop nine straight Candelmo, rf
Sutherland, c
4
4
12
points through the iron doughnut Callender, c
2
1
5
and the Mules were on their way. O'Grady, rg
4
6
14
3 " 2
8
Larry Cudmore combined a one- Feld, rg
Burke, \lge„
2
6
10
hander from the side and an ar-1 „"}Jf;
Haines, lg
1
0
2
ray of deadly jump shots to add
to the margin as the Mules took a
Totals
28 31
87
Score by halves
commanding ten-point lead midColby
37
66 102
way through the second half. A
Bates
37 47
87
Bobcat pressing defense was not
Referees: Gentile, Segedelli.
By Jack O'Grady
The Colby Mules, led by a comined 64 point output by Larry
Cudmore and Captain Charley
Twigg, inspired a terrific second
half splurge to overwhelm the
scrappy Bates five last Wednesday night at Waterville, 103-87.
The score was an all-time Colby
high.

by Norm Levine
Those who attended Saturday's track meet were well rewarded for their time and effort in going over to the cage.
They saw what is. perhaps, the finest Garnet track team in
the school's history at its best. If it is at all possible for a
track squad to be "up" for a meet, the Bobcats were that
team. The Polar Bears, with such outstanding performers
as Packard. Young, Eaton, and Herrick are a better than
average team and yet were completely outclassed and routed by the sparkling 'Cat array. The decisiveness of the
Bobcat's advantage is reflected in the final score—87JX-38J/.!!
Aside from the crushing defeat, there were many events
and races which held the spectator's interest. Among these
was the fastest 600 ever run in the Gray Athletic Building.
Rudy Smith shattered both the meet and cage records in
winning this race in 1:13.8. This would be equivalent to a
1:11.8 on a board track. Tom Courtney and Charlie Jenkins, Olympic medal winners have run 1:11.9 and 1:12 600's
this season!
Next week the 'Cat thinclads face the Providence Friars.
Anyone who has missed the Bobcats this season should
make it a must to see this meet.

Providence C. Deals Hoopmen
Fourth Consecutive Loss, 76-54
by Bill Tobin
Coach Verne Ullom's varsity
five dropped another decision
as a fast, classy Providence
quintet pulled away early in the
second half to gain a 76-54 decision at the Alumni Gymnasium last Saturday night.
The Bobcats, who now boast
a 6-9 record, cannot seem to regain the form that they displayed in Boston before midyear exams.
At the outset.
Providence
quickly pulled away but the
Garnet fought back and took a
commanding 9-point lead at one
point in the contest. However,
late in the first half. Providence
whittled it down to five points,
34-29.

Callender and Jack Hartleb
were also defensive standouts.
Overall it was a dismal night
for the Bates five. However,
consideration must be taken of
the fact that this is one of the
strongest teams that New England has and that they have
beaten some of the better clubs
around the country.
G FG P
Providence
6 11 23
Pascale f
0
Clements
7
Swartz
2
Schementi
6 16
Ritch c
0 4
Bessette
16
Tirico g
9
Canestrarri
0
Jenkins
2
Martin
29 21 79
Totals
Bates
G FG
Schroder f
0 6 6
Candelmo
2 6
Hartleb
0 8
Sutherland
1
1
Callender c
0 10
Feld
0
Burke g
21
O'Grady
4
Totals
19 18 56
3-2 slate. J.B., Smith North.
Mitchell and Off-Campus trail in
that order.
Roger Bill Tops In "C"
fflto^
In League "C", the Roger Bill
quintet, led by John Goodwill
and Dick Ellis, has compiled a
3-0 record to take over first
place. Smith Middle, sparked by
Lou Brown and Bob Schultz,
are close behind with a 2-0
mark, followed by Smith South,
Bardwell and Smith North.
Here are the standings-as of
Saturday, February 16:
League "A"
W
L
4
0
Bardwell
Roger Bill
3
1
2
Garcelon
2
Smith North
2
2
Garcelon (Old Men) 2
3
3
J. B.
1
Russell
3
0
League "B"
W
L
Bardwell
4
0
Smith Middle
4
0
Roger Bill
3
2
J. B.
1
2
Many a businessman is disSmith North
1
2
0
Mitchell
3
covering these days—to his
0
Off-Campus
4
League "C
pleasant surprise—that a gift
w
L
Roger Bill
3
0
to his Alma Mater can bring
2
Smith Middle
0
Smith South
1
1
definite future tax advantages
Bardwell
1
3
Smith North
0
3
to his wife and family.
The Friars, who had previously beaten such teams as Notre
Dame and Loyola of Chicago,
began to show their class and
supremacy at the outset of the
second half. Classy ball handling, dribbling and shooting by
big John Ritch, Mike Pascale,
and Frank Tirico knotted the
score at 36 apiece. Then the
boys from Rhode Island jumped
into the lead and were never
again challenged for supremacy.
For the Bates aggregate, it
was Bob Burke playing his usual
steady game that kept Bates in
contention for even part of the
game. Bob was a demon on defense along with his nne offensive showing of 21 points, highest output for the 'Cats. Will

Bardwell Tops 'A' League
Teams Vie For Playoffs
By Alan Wayne
The rough and tumble Intramural Basketball League is entering the closing stages of a
very successful campaign with
Bardwell leading in League "A"
and sharing honois in League
"B" and Roger Bill setting the
pace in League "C". Playoffs between the three leagues will be
held the week of March 4-9. The
winner of "C" will play "B" and
the winner of this contest will
meet the champ in "A".
Tight Race In "A"
League "A" finds only two
games separating the first four
teams. Bardwell's quintet of Phil
Carletti.
John
Moore,
Mai
Block, Dan Spink. and Paul
Perry, undefeated in four starts,
has a one-game lead over the
second place Roger Bill five of
Ed Gilson. Jim Kirsch, Wayne
Kane, Norm Clarke, and Art
Agnos. Garcelon and Smith
North are tied for third with 2-2
records. Al DeSantis, Pete Jodaitis, John Liljestrand, Jack
DeGange, and Larry Hubbard
are carrying the load for the
former, while Fred Drayton,
John Makowsky, and Dave
Walsh are leading the latter.
Bardwell. Smiih-M Tied
In the equally hotly-contested
"B" League, Bardwel land Smith
Middle, with identical 4-0 marks,
are fighting it out for the top
rung. Carleton "Whitey" Cowan,
Phil Allen and Phil Main for
Bardwell and Doug Rowe, Dick
Fouracre, Bill Davis and Ed
Satter for Smith Middle are accounting for the brunt of the
scoring. The Roger Bill squad,
sparked by Jack Harding, Jim
Belmont and Dick Ebert, are on
the heels of the leaders with a
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a gift to
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First Dual Win In Sixteen Years
'Cats Trail In
State Ski Meet;
Bears Top Field
by Skip Marden
At' the State Ski Meet, held at:
Farmington's
Titcomb
Slope,
the University of Maine annexed
the title for the 31st time in 35
years with a total of 586.90
points.
Bowdoin had
539.79
points, third place Colby had
506.7 points, and Bates trailed
with 265.01 points, having only
one representative in the jumping event, and none in the crosscountry.

Smith Shatters Cage Record In 600
With Spectacular 1:13.8 Performance
The Bates trackmen ended a
sixteen year dual meet drought
with vengeance Saturday as
they mauled the Bowdoin Bears
in Gray Memorial Cage 87%38 '.<•.
The Garnet spikemen simply
•

i to account for the two lone Bowi doin firsts.
Wheeler, Fresina Strong in
Weights
The third Bates multiple winner was Jim Wheeler who garnered a pair of blue ribbons in
! the discus and shotput events.
John Fresina scored in four
; events, winning the 35 lb.
weight, taking a second in the
discus and a pair of 3rds in the
shot put and 40 yd. dash.
John Douglas, too, spread his
scoring in four events as he took
first in the broadjump and had |
! a pair of seconds in the hurdles.
His tie for third in the highjump
1
behind teammates Gartner and
I Dick LaPointe accounted for a
near sweep of this event for the
second straight week.
Pole Vault Tie
The pole vault dual between
Bates' Dave Erdman and Bow- j
doin's Bob Reiger resulted in an
11' 6" tie for first.
Co-Captain Wes Wicks gal-1
loped home to win the 1000 yd.
run by a good margin to ac-1

Neff Sidelined
Point earners for the Bobcats
were Brian Flynn with a second
place in the jump, Buzz Bird
sixth in the downhill, Stan
Evans ninth in the same event,
and these same two who were
ninth and eleventh respectively PETE GARTNER broke the
in the slalom. Due to an ankle meet record in the high jump
injury, the Garnet's best skier, j wjth a leap of 6' 3%".
Wally Neff, did not compete.
—
The Bobcats did surprisingly j wouldn't take no for an answer
well against the organized teams as they jumped on the outof other Maine schools, consider- classed Polar Bears for 12 out
ing the handicaps of the lack of of 14 possible firsts.
practice-time and facilities, and Fourth Consecutive Win
being without a coach. Bates has
While credit for the win, the
a number of excellent skiers and, fourth straight for the red hot
with recognition as an intercol- Slovenski-men, must go to the
legiate sport by the athletic de- entire squad, individual athpartment, the Bobcats would be; letes broke three meet records
able to offer suitable competition and tied a third.
to the other college in the state.
Speedster Rudy Smith flew to
Results:
a sensational 1:13.8 in the 600
DH Slalom Jump CC yd. dash, breaking the all-time
Maine 98.12 96.4
96.31 98.00 cage record of 1:14.5 made by
Total: 586.90 \ Lyford of Bates in 1941. Smith
87.0
85.30 j completed a banner day by takBow.
96.05 90.4
Total: 539.79 ing two more firsts, completely
Colby 86.06 85.3
76.5 86.90 outclassing his opponents in the
RUDY SMITH shattered the
Total: 506.70 300 yd. dash and 40 yd. dash.
meet
and cage record with an
Bates
89.01 77.5
14.33 — Smith, Gartner, Neuguth Sparkle amazing 1:13.8 clocking in the
Bates
high
jumper
Pete
GartTotal: 265.01
ner had the best day of his in- 600. He also had a 33.3 300, the
fastest ever run by a Bates man.
door career, leaping to a high of
YOUR FAVORITE
6' 3]4" to shatter the old record count for the last Bates first
STERLING PATTERNS
of 6' by Webster of Bates in place.
in
1939.
Co-Captain "Mick" McGrath
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Garnet hurdler Bill Neuguth, flashed to a second and third in
Reed and Barton
in his second week of record al- the 600 and 300 yd. dashes, reInternational — Wallace
tering, tied the old 45 yd. low spectively.
Easy Terms
hurdle mark of 5.6 seconds as
The Bates distance men showhe flew over the sticks to win ed further improvement as Dick
both the high and low hurdles. Dube turned in a neat 2nd
Bob Packard of Bowdoin set i place effort in the two mile, fola new two mile mark of 10:02.9. lowed closely by teammate May50 Lisbon St.
Dial 4-5241 He was the only Bowdoin double nard Whitehouse. In the mile
winner, also taking the mile run sophomore Fred Bragdon garnered a Bobcat third.
Bates took 11 solo firsts to
Bowdoin's two with a tie for
first in the remaining event.
QUICK DEPENDABLE SERVICE
Next week the Bates cinder,r
Vre Ready To Serve Bates Students
men will close their winter seaLewiston
25 Sabaltus Street
son in a home meet against
Providence College while the
J.V.'s run into Maine state
champions, Deering High School,
in the co-feature.
Varsity summary:
Discus — Won by Jim Wheeler (B); 2, Fresina (B); 3, DeLucia (BO). Dist., 131-4&.
45-yd. high hurdles — Won by
— Features —

LEWISTON SHOE CLINIC

Luiggi's Pizzeria

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti
To Eat Here and to Take Out

Clark's Drug Store
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

Telephone 2-0701

BIOLOGICALS

Corner Horton and Sabattus Streets

Main St. at Bates St.

DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE

Tel. 3-0031

40-yd. dash — Won by Smith
(B); 2, Wilkin (BO); 3, Fresina
(B). Time, 4.7.
600-yd. run — Won by Smith
(B); 2, McGrath (B); 3, Herrick
(BO). Time, 1:13.8.
Shot put — Won by Wheeler
(B); 2, Dionne (BO); 3, Fresina
(B). Dist., 45-314.
45-yd. low hurdles — Won by
Neuguth (B); 2, Douglas (B); 3,
Paton (BO). Time, 5.6.
Broad jump — Won by Douglas (B); 2, Eaton (BO); 3, Burgess (BO). Dist., 21-10f6.
High jump — Won by Gartner
(B); 2, LaPointe (B); 3, Eaton
(BO). Hght., 6-3!4.
Two mile — Won by Packard
(BO); 2, Dube (B); 3, Whitehouse
(B). Time, 10:2.9.
1,000-yd. run — Won by
Wicks (B); 2, Young (BO); 3,
Turner (B). Time, 2:23.3.
Pole vault —- Tie for first between Erdman (B) and Reiger
(BO); tie for third between SteBILL NEUGUTH altered a meet vens (B) and Eaton (BO). Hght.,
record for the second straight 11-6.
300-yd. run — Won by Smith
week, tying the meet mark of
(B); 2, Wilkins (BO); 3, Mc5.6 seconds in the low hurdles. Grath (B). Time, 33.3.
Neuguth (B); 2, Douglas (B); 3,
Paton (BO). Time, 6.0.
Mile run — Won by Packard
(BO); 2, Young (B); 3. Bragdon
(B). Time, 4:38.2.
35-lb. weight — Won by Fresina (B); 2, Taylor (B); 3, Wheeler (B). Dist., 49-8.

Kittens Bomb Airforce;
Drop Decision To U.N.

The Bates high-flying junior
varsity squad was knocked out of
the win column for about 24
hours last weekend, which began
with an 80 to 57 trouncing at the
hands of the University of New
Hampshire freshman team on
Friday and then a victory
which completely smothered the
Charleston Air Force team, 93-55,
in the Alumni Gym.
Wildcats Tough
When they travelled to Hanover, the Bobkittens found themi selves facing an excellent, wellcoached ball club which is easily
the toughest team they have
faced this season. From the
starting whistle, the little Wildcats were in command of the
game, quickly rolling up a tenpoint 34 to 24 yead which they
held at the halftime break.
UNH Displays Accuracy
The second half of the tilt

Garnet bounced back to trounce
the Charleston Air Force team, 93
to 55, with four men hitting in
double figures. The Bobkittens
really looked like their old
selves
and
their
excellent
hustling play and fast break offensive completely salted away
the tilt very early in the second
half. After retiring with but an
8-point, 33-25 lead, the Garnet
scored an amazing 60 points in
the second canto, as compared to
the servicemen's 30.
Whitten Leads Scorers
Once again the speedy, sharpshooting Whitten led all scorers
with 25 points while Jim Wylie,
with 18, Dave Smith, with 17,
and Ross Deacon, with 14,
rounded out the quartet of men
in double figures.
Summary:
UNH Frosh
• G FG Pts
6
18
6
Davis, f
2
4
8
Lundburg, f
9
19
5
s h wed mU h the Same aS UNH Smilikis, f
, °
°
'
8 20
6
c
definitely put the game out of Hurst,
b
1
2
Macy, g
reach by adding thirteen points Russell, g
2
0
4
0
2
1
more to its lead, scoring 46 big Walker, g
points as compared to the Gar24 32 80
Totals
net's 33. The squad from Hanover Bates JV's
G
FG Pts
displayed an amazing and effec- Wylie, f
2
3
7
2
0
4
tive game of ball-handling and Walsh, f
2
3
7
f
accurate shooting, especially from Murphy,
2
V
11
Pfeiffer, c
the foul line, where they capi- Hooper, c
0
0
0
talized on 32 free throws, as com- Whitten, g
3
13
5
2
Smith, g
3
8
pared to Bates' 21.
2
3
Deacon, g
7
It appears that no one was able Peterson, g
0
0
0
to effectively stop New Hamp21
57
Totals
18
shire forwards Pete Smilikis and
34 46—80
UNH
Frosh
Pete Davis, for they totaled 19
24 33—57
Bates JV's
and 18 points respectively. Nor Bates JV's
G FG Pts
was it possible to bottle up cen- Wylie, f
7
4
18
1
2
4
ter Bob Hurst who topped the Walsh, f
2
0
4
Murphy, f
game's scorers with 20 points.
Pfeiffer, c
2
1
b
The Bobkittens, besides hitting Hooper, c
1
0
2
7
9
25
a really .sharp offense, also found Whitten, g
6
5
17
that they could not crack the de- Smith, g
Deacon, g
5
4
14
fense of the wildcats, and as a Peterson, g
1
2
4
result could not effectively use
Totals
34
25 93
their usually successful fastG
FG Pts
breaking
offense.
Freshmen Charleston AF
7
f
4
15
Johnny Whitten and Art Pfeiffer Norman,
0
Hackett, f
0
0
were the only boys who man- Van Why, f
5
1
11
aged to hit double figures, with Edwards, c
3
1
7
Harrington, g
7
2
16
13 and 11 points respectively.
Morgan, g
2
0
4
Bobcats Bomb Airforce
0
2
Ring, g
2
In the Alumni Gym, local fans
Totals
34
25
93
saw a complete reversal of the
Bates JV's
33 60- 93
game of the day before, as the
Charleson AF
25 30- 55
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WVBC Schedule

Wranglers Discuss Corporations

Rice

(Continued from page one)
(Continued from page four)
age lie within ourselves. In our and the United States, Chason
culture a tiny minority is brave admitted there has been subenough to take the risk of mak- stantial growth in the U.S.S.R.
ing decisions. The rest of us The U. S. economy, however, has
hesitate, awaiting these deci- a flexibility depending on insions with fear, but this fear dividual initiative which prolies only in one's lack of faith duces more continuous growth.
This growth depends on scienin himself and in his creator.
Things are not well in God's tific ability which "depends on
world. All our present and fu- inquiring mavericks — which
ture miracles of science await the Soviet does not allow."
another miracle — a miracle of Needs "Well-Lopsided" People
human transfiguration. What to
Austin Kibbee, Jr., a science
decide and how to enforce our
i teacher at Lewiston High School,
decisions to benefit mankind are
i related the effects of corporathe questions, the tremendous
; tions on education. He sees a
scope of which lie within our
i growing interest among corporhuman selves and within our| ations in the process of secondselves alone.
I ary and college education. As an
"This human struggle is of
supreme importance." concluded important part of the country,
the magna cum laude Tufts I they should have this right,
graduate. There is nothing to Kibbee stated.
Emphasizing the need of the
fear; we must solve these problems ourselves, and our deci- society for more "well-lopsided"
sions must be rewarding, bene- I individuals, Kibbee sees as a
ficial, beautiful, and glorious to danger the conformity and disour generation and to all future pensability of individuals in
large corporations. Although a
generations.

triumph, technology is often
over-rated, he stated, and we
should look to philosophy and
the social sciences as the key to
the future.
Lawyer Spotlights Loyalty Oaths
Discussing the corporation's
influence on advertising, Faunce
Pendexter. editorial writer of
the Lewiston Evening Journal,
observed that their effect is not
great. Although there are some
"propaganda sheets," the press
is not in a state to be readily
intimidated.
Assistant County Attorney of
Androscoggin County, William
Hathaway spotlighted the problem of loyalty oaths. He believes the best way to give fair
hearings to accused employees
is through implementing labor
laws for unions to have a greater say in the hiring and firing
under such circumstances.
Achieve Balance
In the audience question period that followed, Chason expressed the belief that big business, big labor, and big goveern-

Tonight
8:00 Here's to Vets
8:15 The Student CouncilStudent Gov't Program
8:30 The Don Reese Show
(Music)
9:00 Talent Unlimited
9:30 Classical Music Time
10:00 Night Train - Pete Meilen
10:30 Land of Dreams
with Don Reese
11:00 Sign off
Tomorrow
8:00 Musical Interlude
8:15 The Anna Johnson Show
9:00 By-Line WVBC
9:15 Classical Music Time
10:00 The Paul Steinberg Show
10:30 Land of Dreams
11:00 Sign off
ment are now counterbalancing
each other.
Shcpard Lee, general manager
of Advance Auto Sales of Auburn, acted as moderator for
the discussion. The panel was
introduced by Dr. Roy P. Fairfield.

lm ]Jfodern!
Pick the Pack that Suits You Best!

Friday
8:00 "Rog and the Records"
with Roger Allen
8:30 "640 Club"
with Windy Stanley
9:00 An Hour of Classical
Music - Tom Vohr, host
10:00 Drama from Microphone 3
10:30 Land of Dreams
with Phil Keirstead
11:00 Sign off
Saturday
7:00 Spotlight on Variety
with Phil Lewis
8:00 Easy Listenin'
with Pete Koch
10:00 Saturday Night Date
with Gerry van Burk
1:00 Sign off
Sunday
2:00 Sunday Symphony with
Bill Waterston, host
5:00 Sign off
7:00 "Sentimental Journey"
with Ray Hendess
10:00 Sign off
Monday
8:00 Dick Sullivan's
Sports Review
8:15 Music with Ernie and Art
8:30 Musical Interlude
9:00 Reggie Sings
with Reggie Abbiati
9:15 Piano Playhouse
with Anita Kastner
9:30 Classical Music Time
10:00 For Cool Moderns
with Joe Roberts
10:30 Land of Dreams
with Bob Raphael
11:00 Sign off
Tuesday
8:00 Top Ten Show
with Ron Spicer
8:15 Musical Interlude
8:30 Musical Showcase
with Doug Rowe
8:45 Dick Larson (Jazz)
9:00 Campus News Hawk
with Dick Hoyt
9:15 Symphony Hall
Bob Cornell, host
10:00 "Dedicated to You"
with Fred Drayton
10:30 Land of Dreams
with Gerry LaPierrc
11:00 Sign off

See Our
BEAUTIFUL SILVER
AND CHINA SELECTIONS

JtWEIEK
83 Lisbon St.

Lewiston

Interviews for
Careers with
Hercules

Smoke modem L*M and always get

With L*M . . . and only LAM . . .
can you pick the pack that
suits you best. And only L*M
gives you the flavor . . . the full,
exciting flavor that makes L*M
AMERICA'S

full exciting flavor

FASTEST-GROWING CIGARETTE

If you will have a major in:
CHEMISTRY
a Hercules representative will
be on the campus to discuss
with you employment possibilities in:
SALES or PRODUCTION
(A candidate for any degree
which includes one year of
organic chemistry also will be
considered.)
'
Arrangements for interviews
should be made through your
placement office.
HERCULES POWDER

COMPAhY
INCORPORATED

...PLUS THE PURE WHITE MIRACLE TIP
I19S7 Lir.c«TT»

MTIM TOI.CCO

Co.

Wilmington 99. Del.
February 22

